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Thank you for choosing MacBick for your lab design.

The laboratory environment requires flexibility to enable new scientific 
innovation and productivity. MacBick’s unique, truly modular design lets you 
change when needed so you can keep pace with progress in your evolving 
workflow.

You no longer have to tear out, repurchase and replace furniture when change 
is needed - simply reconfigure and reuse your flexible casework, providing 
exceptional savings in both money and time. Updates can be made in hours 
versus weeks or months, minimizing downtime and accelerating your workflow 
productivity.

Our modular casework also supports your organization’s sustainability 
initiatives in multiple ways. Reducing furniture disposal, unnecessary 
consumption of raw materials, and the energy to build brand new are all ways 
that we help protect the environment.

MacBick’s millwork is made of the highest quality components and backed 
by a Lifetime Warranty, ensuring a durably and flexible solution for your 
lab.

We help you choose from a wide selection of sizes, finishes, work 
surfaces, hardware and accessories to create the ideal solution for your 
space and applications.

Your dedicated MacBick team is always available to assist with site analysis, 
workflow recommendations, design assistance, specifications and related 
project requirements.

Thank you for this opportunity to work with you on your sustainable lab 
design. 

Sincerely,

Bevin Carter







Edge Colors

Structural Frames

CoalWorld Welcome to theDarkSide AlmondMilk IronFist AutumnLeavesFunnyBunny

Eggnog SilverHalfDollar

Walk thePlank PumpkinSpicedLatte BigAppleRed SweetLikeCherries Cherry, Cherry Quite Contrary Hershey’sKiss

Over theTaupe Espresso GreysAnatomy StormyMonday Mr.GreyWill SeeYouNow

SilverBells Midnight Rendezvous Raven’sWings BlackOnyx Saltn’Peppa TahitianSand

FrostytheSnowman

Digital representations of finishes are not exact. Please request an actual hard chip finish upon project 
finishes selection to view an exact finish representation.
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Arch Pull* 
HW52

T Bar Pull* 
HW51

HalfDome* 
HW43

Contour* 
HW42

Detent Dome* 
HW41

Premium Surface Options:

Door + Drawer Pulls:

FrostedAlmond Shadow in theNight ChemicalResist StainlessSteel FrenchToast

CaramelCrème Ashbel Polar IceCap Ashes toAshes Wet Seal GlitzyGalaxy

ReadyPlayaOne ALittleMystery BurnNoticeDessertSands StarDust MysticalNights

Tack Boards:

Ada / Wire Pull (Standard)
HW40
(also comes in black)
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“Structural Frame Design” “Frameless Design”

Modular Millwork’s original 

structural frame millwork, 

designed for critical workroom 

applications that require 

superior durability and/or extra 

load bearing capability of 

1,000 lb per table or cabinet. 

The structural frame design is 

also ideally suited for

seismic zone applications. 

Ships assembled.

Modular Millwork’s frameless 

design is ideal for highly active 

workroom interiors that require 

a more conventional frameless 

design that provides a “custom 

grade” millwork quality with 

enhanced aesthetic options.

Ideal for applications requiring 

a more “traditional” casework 

look and finish.

Modular Millwork is backed by a LifeTime Warranty against any defects 

in materials or workmanship.

Body panels of dual-sided “industrial hardness” (45-60 psi) laminate panels with 

high-impact resistant 3mm PVC at all exposed edges.



Modular Millwork Structural Frame Design - Technical Notes:

• 1,000 lb load bearing rating per cabinet.

• Wood cores 3/4” thickness, of 45-60 psi industrial grade particleboard (100% 

recycled) with dual-sided thermally-fused laminates (lifetime warranted against 

delamination).

• Radius exposed edges of high impact 3mm thickness PVC.

• Self closing, non-drift Blum “Inserta” series hinges (6-way adjust, lifetime warranted).

• Powder painted, welded endframes (12 ga. furniture steel) with chamfered index seats

for 3/8” diameter x 2” L machine hardened flathead fasteners (7/32” hex drive).

• Structural load bearing cross members of 16 ga., 1” W by 2” H tubular furniture steel 

(powder paint finish) with welded, threaded steel inserts in ends to accept flathead 

fasteners inserted through frames.

• 1-1/2” levelers with 1-1/4” diameter glides for easy leveling (front access rear levelers).

• Height dimensions include levelers dimension so it matches with dimensions listed in 

front part of book.

4”

30”

29”

33-1/4”

38-1/4”

15”

3/4”

(Typical Workroom)

15-3/4, 24,

30 or 36”

Nominal

15”

3/4”

(Typical Lab)

15-3/4, 24, 6”

30 or 36”

Nominal

24 to 72” nominal

widths on 6” increments

24, 30 or 36” Glass or Wood 

nominal Core Doors

Chase 

Access

Hinged 

Side Chase

Access Door

30” 34”

Sloped TopStandard Top



Base Cabinets

Standard 3/4”,1”, 1-1/4” or 1-1/2” thickness top as specified of Ther-

mally Fused HPL Laminate, Chemical Resist HPL, Epoxy Resin, 

Trespa, Stainless Steel, Bactericidal, Solid Surfacing (Polyresins) or 

Solid Maple. Backsplash of same material (field application, integral 

or post-formed as applicable).

Made of 12 ga. tubular furniture steel (1-1/4” sq.) with concealed,

full-penetration welded construction with chamfered index seats for

positive align, locking joints via machine-hardened, fine thread 3/8”

dia. flathead bolts. Powder coat paint finish.

Frame assembly accomplished via insertion of 3/8” dia. by 2” L

machine hardened flat head bolts (flush-mount, hex drive style)

through chamfered seats in endframes into 1” diameter, threaded steel

inserts welded into ends of horizontal cross members ( F ). Positive

locking connection results in structural frame load rating of 1,000 lbs.

per cabinet with active vibration damping.

Body panels of 3/4” thickness, dual sided laminate wood cores of 100%

recycled, industrial grade (45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with no

added UF (ultra low/zero UF emitting). Thermally fused laminates

warranted for lifetime against delamination. All exposed panel edges

with high impact 3mm PVC radius edge for impact resistance and

lifetime durability.

Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified, or other hardware selection as specified.

Worksurfaces:

End Frames:

Mechanical Fasteners:

Body Panels:

Door/Drawer Pulls:

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

H

G

K

I

J

B

C

E

E

C

D

E

D

K

FG

B

A



Structural cross members of 1” W x 2” H rectangular tube of 16 ga.

furniture steel with powder coat paint finish as selected. Cross members

with 1” diameter steel inserts (fusion-welded in tube ends) to receive

3/8” flathead bolts inserted through endframes, into cross members.

Cross members with pre-milled, concealed insert and fastener holes

to secure laminate body panels (sides, backs, bases, tops, etc.) to

assembled structural frame.

Base levelers of 1-1/2” L x 3/8” diameter threaded steel stems inserted

into welded steel inserts in bottoms of endframes. Levelers with 1-1/4”

diameter glides - easily removable to accept casters for mobile base

cabinet/workstation as desired.

Heavy Duty Blum “Metabox” drawer assembly with epoxy painted steel

sidewalls with full depth bottom returns for maximum drawer bottom

support/load rating (100 lb). Integral, dual-offset roller glides with self-

closing/non-drift action. Cam action, easy-adjust drawer brackets for

easy field alignment of drawer reveals. Drawer bottom, back and front

made of 3/4” thickness industrial grade (45-60 psi) particle board with

thermally fused dual sided laminate finish.

Concealed “European Style” Blum “Inserta” Hinges with self-closing, 

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with 

nickel plate finish.  150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 

cycles minimum with lifetime warranty.

Adjustable, interior shelves of 3/4” or 1” thickness industrial grade (45-

60 psi hardness) particleboard with thermally-fused dual sided laminate

and 3mm thickness, high-impact PVC radiused edges at exposed

edges. Shelf adjustment on 1-1/4” levels (32mm) on line-bored interior

side walls. Dual-pin PVC transparent shelf clips with positive-lock shelf

tabs for secure, easy adjust shelf placements (shelf clip rating @ 200

lb each).

Body panels (sides, back, bottom) and top securely anchored to

frame by insertion of 3/4” or 1” L #8 self tap wood screws inserted

through machined holes in structural frame members. Fasteners insert

through exterior frame opening (13/32”dia.) and anchor body panels

to frame through corresponding 3/16” diameter hole in interior frame

wall. Fasteners concealed inside frame tube and access hole is closed

with a color coordinated nylon push-lock cap (flushmount) to provide a

clean, furniture quality finish with no visible fasteners or access holes.

Push-lock caps remove for easy fastener access to remove, repair or

update body panels and components.

Cross Members:

Cabinet Levelers:

MetaBox Drawer:

Door Hinges:

Shelves:

F

G

H

I

J

Concealed Fasteners:K



Worktables (Height Adjustable, Mobile Ready)

A

B

C

D E

G

H

I

Worksurfaces:

End Frames:

Mechanical Fasteners:

Body Panels:

Door Pulls:

A

B

C

D

E

K

Standard 3/4”,1”,1-1/8”, 1-1/4” or 1-1/2” thickness top as specified of

Thermally Fused HPL Laminate, Chemical Resist HPL, Epoxy Resin,

Trespa, Stainless Steel, Bactericidal, Solid Surfacing (Polyresins) or

Solid Maple. Backsplash of same material (field application, integral or

post-formed as applicable).

Made of 12 ga. tubular furniture steel (1-1/4” sq.) with concealed, full-

penetration welded construction with chamfered index seats for positive

align, locking joints via machine-hardened, fine thread 3/8” diameter x

2” L flathead bolts. Powder coat paint finish as specified.

Frame assembly accomplished via insertion of 3/8” dia. by 2” L

machine hardened flat head bolts (flush-mount, hex drive style) through

chamfered seats in endframes into 1” diameter, threaded steel inserts

welded into ends of structural cross members ( F ). Positive locking

connection results in structural frame load rating of 1,000 lbs. per

cabinet with active vibration damping.

Body panels of 3/4” thickness dual sided laminate wood cores of 100% 

recycled, industrial grade (45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with no 

added UF (ultra low/zero UF emitting). Thermally fused laminates war-

ranted for lifetime against delamination. All exposed panel edges with 

high impact 3mm PVC radius edge for impact resistance and lifetime 

durability.

Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified (or other hardware selection as specified).

A

B
C

H

G

F

K



Concealed “European Style” Blum “Inserta” Hinges with self-closing, 

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with 

nickel plate finish. 150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 cycles 

minimum with lifetime warranty.

“Mobile Ready” feature enables conversion of static unit to mobile

worktable via removal of threaded leveler glides G and reinsertion of

standard FC01 dual wheel caster set (4 each swivel-casters, 2 with

step down locks). 3” diameter casters with solid phenolic hubs rated at

250 lb per caster (1,000 lb per table).

Door Hinges:

Casters:J

Concealed Fasteners:K

Structural cross members of 1” W x 2” H rectangular tube of 16 ga.

furniture steel with powder coat paint finish. Cross members with

1” diameter steel inserts fusion-welded in tube ends to receive 3/8”

flathead bolts inserted through endframes into cross members. Cross

members with pre-milled, concealed insert and fastener holes to secure

laminate body panels (sides, backs, bases, tops, etc.) to assembled

structural frame.

Base levelers of 1-1/2” L x 3/8” diameter threaded stems insert into

threaded steel inserts welded in bottoms of endframes. Levelers with

1-1/4” diameter glides - easily removable to accept casters for mobile

base cabinet/workstation as desired.

Height Adjust range of 26”- 36” accomplished via placement of dual

hex drive bolts (3/8” dia x 1” L) through frame leg into corresponding

threaded holes in 1” square telescoping leg inserts (each insert with 10

threaded holes on 1” centers). Worktable height pre-set at factory @

30” or as specified by client.

Cross Members:

Levelers:

Height Adjust

F

G

H

I

Body panels (sides, back, bottom) and top securely anchored to frame 

by insertion of 3/4” or 1” L #8 self tap wood screws inserted through 

machined holes in structural frame members.  Fastener inserts 

through exterior frame opening (13/32”dia.) and anchors body panel to 

frame through corresponding 3/16” diameter hole in interior frame 

wall. Fastener head is concealed inside frame tube and access hole

is covered with a color coordinated nylon push-lock cap (flushmount) 

to provide a clean, furniture quality finish with no visible fasteners or 

access holes. Push-lock caps remove for easy fastener access to 

remove, repair or update body panels and components.



Base Cabinets

Standard 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4” or 1-1/2” thickness top as specified of Ther-

mally Fused HPL Laminate, Chemical Resist HPL, Epoxy Resin, 

Trespa, Stainless Steel, Bactericidal, Solid Surfacing (Polyresins) or 

Solid Maple. Backsplash of same material (field application, integral 

or post-formed as applicable).

Toe kick is 3”D x 4”H and is integrated into cabinet side wall for added

structural integrity, enhanced aesthetics and installation efficiency.

Interior side wall is full depth - full height with heavy duty 2-1/2” levelers

(G) accessible through concealed holes in base cabinet bottom to

provide a truly modular design that is easy to install and relocate on

demand for added workroom flexibility and sustainability.

Frameless body assembled via interlocking steel cam and dowel

fastening system (Hafele dowel/cam series 262.27.921/262.26.826),

CNC machined into frameless body components. Concealed fasteners

located 3” on centers from body panel ends and @ 12” on center at

ensuing intermediate connections. Positive locking cams/dowels

eliminate fastener stress/release over time due to natural dimensional

fluctuation of wood components.

Countertops:

Base Kicks:

Mechanical Fasteners:

A

B

C

J

L 

I

E
E

AAH

C

K

F

B

C

G

H

D

J

B

L



D Cabinet Body: Casework body constructed of 3/4” thickness core of industrial grade 

particleboard (45-60 psi with moisture content not to exceed 8%, as

manufactured by Roseburg Forest Products or equal). Particleboard

core to conform to ANSI A208.1-1999, grade M-3 exterior glue. All

cabinet surfaces (exposed, semi-exposed and concealed) to be

thermally fused laminate finish as selected from manufacturer’s finish

standards (WilsonArt® or equal). Cabinet back to be of same core and

finish as body.

E Door/Drawer Pulls: Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified, or other hardware selection as specified.

F Cabinet Backs: Frameless back is one-piece, 3/4” thickness, full back panel of ther-

mally-fused, dual-sided laminate on industrial grade (45-60 psi) 

particleboard substrate, anchored to sides, base and cabinet sub-top 

via interlocking steel cams and dowels, CNC machined into back and 

body components for precise fit and structurally integrated alignment.

G Cabinet Levelers: Base levelers of 2” L x 3/8” diameter threaded steel stems with 1-1/2”

diameter floor glides. Top access levelers for easy access and precise

leveling of base kicks. Levelers placed in corners and at 30” o.c. in

appropriate base lengths.

H MetaBox Drawer: Heavy Duty Blum “Metabox” drawer assembly with epoxy painted steel

sidewalls with full depth bottom returns for maximum drawer bottom

support/load rating (100 lb). Integral, dual-offset roller glides with self-

closing/non-drift action. Cam action, easy-adjust drawer brackets

for easy field alignment of drawer reveals. Drawer bottom, back and

front made of 3/4” thickness industrial grade (45-60 psi) particle board

with thermally fused dual sided laminate finish (white unless specified

otherwise).

I Door Hinges: Concealed “European Style” Blum “Inserta” Hinges with self-closing,

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with

nickel plate finish. 150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 cycles

minimum with lifetime warranty.

J Shelves: Adjustable, interior shelves of 3/4” or 1” thickness industrial grade

(45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with thermally-fused dual sided

laminate and 3mm thickness, high-impact PVC radiused edges at

exposed edges. Shelf adjustment on 1-1/4” levels (32mm) along line-

bored interior side walls. Dual-pin PVC transparent shelf clips with

positive-lock shelf tabs for secure, easy adjust shelf placements (shelf

clip rating @ 200 lb each).

K Toe Kick: Standard toe kick reveal of 3” depth by 4” height.

L Edges: Exposed edges to be of 3mm thickness, high-impact resistant PVC

(color through extrusion), machine applied with high pressure thermal

continuous banding utilizing hot melt water based adhesives with zero

added UF. Panel lengths and ends to be eased radius edges that

are CNC machine applied, trimmed, eased and buffed at all exposed

lengths and ends for a professional, consistent appearance.



Worksurfaces:A

J

L

K

F

B

I

(Free Standing and Insert Units)

A

E

D

Standard 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4” or 1-1/2” thickness top as specified of

Thermally Fused HPL Laminate, Chemical Resist HPL, Epoxy Resin,

Trespa, Stainless Steel, Bactericidal, Solid Surfacing (Polyresins) or

Solid Maple. Backsplash of same material (field application, integral

or post-formed as applicable).

Toe kick is 3”D x 4”H and is integrated into cabinet side wall for added

structural integrity, enhanced aesthetics and installation efficiency.

Interior side wall is full depth - full height with heavy duty 2-1/2” levelers

(G) accessible through concealed holes in base cabinet bottom to

provide a truly modular design that is easy to install and relocate on

demand for added workroom flexibility and sustainability.

Free Standing Modules: Used as open floor units to complement structural frame or frameless

base cabinets for added workroom organization. Free standing

modules also used as “slide-under” units to accessorize “H” Style

structural frame base cabinets (units with open kneespace below

work surface). Free standing modules include a separate base kick

with levelers.

Fit inside structural frame base cabinets (no separate worksurface 

or base kick).
Insert Modules:

A

B

D 

C

D 

C

G

H

K

E

L

22” or 24” (Typical)
15”, 18”, 24”, 30” or 36”

(Typical)

30”

34”

or

36”

Typical

Frameless body assembled via interlocking steel cam and dowel

fastening system (Hafele dowel/cam series 262.27.921/262.26.826),

CNC machined into frameless body components. Concealed fasteners

located 3” on centers from body panel ends and @ 12” on center at

ensuing intermediate connections. Positive locking cams/dowels

eliminate fastener stress/release over time due to natural dimensional

fluctuation of wood components.

Mechanical Fasteners:C

Base Kicks:B

A



D Cabinet Body: Body panels of dual-sided laminate wood cores of 100% recycled,

industrial grade (45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with no added UF

(ultra low/zero UF emitting). Thermally-fused laminates warranted

for lifetime against delamination. Exposed panel edges finished with

high impact 3mm PVC radius edge for impact resistance and lifetime

durability.

E Door/Drawer Pulls: Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified, or other hardware selection as specified.

F Cabinet Backs: Frameless back is one-piece, 3/4” thickness, full back panel of

thermally-fused dual-sided laminate on industrial grade (45-60 psi)

particleboard substrate, anchored to sides, base and cabinet sub-top

via interlocking steel cams and dowels, CNC machined into back and

body components for precise fit and structurally integrated alignment.

G Levelers: Base levelers of 2” L x 3/8” diameter threaded steel stems with 1-1/2”

diameter floor glides. Top access levelers for easy access and precise

leveling of base kicks. Levelers placed in corners and at 30” o.c. in

appropriate base lengths.

H MetaBox Drawer: Heavy Duty Blum “Metabox” drawer assembly with epoxy painted

steel sidewalls with full depth bottom returns for maximum drawer

bottom support/load rating (100 lb). Integral, dual-offset roller glides

with self-closing/non-drift action. Cam action, easy-adjust drawer

brackets for easy field alignment of drawer reveals. Drawer bottom,

back and front of 3/4” thickness industrial grade (45-60 psi) particle

board with thermally fused dual side laminate finish (white unless

specified otherwise).

I Door Hinges: Concealed “European Style” Blum Inserta Hinges with self-closing,

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with

nickel plate finish. 150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 cycles

minimum with lifetime warranty.

J Shelves: Adjustable, interior shelves of 3/4” or 1” thickness industrial grade

(45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with thermally-fused dual sided

laminate and 3mm thickness, high-impact PVC radiused edges at

exposed edges. Shelf adjustment on 1-1/4” levels (32mm) along

line-bored interior side walls. Dual-pin PVC transparent shelf clips with

positive-lock shelf tabs for secure, easy adjust shelf placements (shelf

clip rating @ 200 lb each).

K Toe Kick: Standard toe kick reveal of 3” depth by 4” height.

L Edges: Exposed edges to be of 3mm thickness, high-impact resistant PVC

(color through extrusion), machine applied with high pressure thermal

continuous banding utilizing hot melt water based adhesives with zero

added UF. Panel lengths and ends to be eased radius edges that are

CNC machine applied, trimmed, eased and buffed at all exposed lengths

and ends for a professional, consistent appearance.



A

B

C

D IE

F

G

H

Structural wall cabinet ships completely assembled ready for install. 

Body panels of 3/4”  thickness dual sided laminate wood cores of 

100% recycled, industrial grade (45-60 psi hardness) particleboard 

with no added UF  (ultra low/zero UF emitting). Thermally-fused 

laminates warranted for lifetime against delamination. Exposed panel 

edges with high impact PVC edge for impact resistance and 

durability.

Doors of 1/4” thickness tempered safety glass (clear or opaque) 

panels with 2-1/8” W x 3/4” thickness aluminum door frames (natural 

aluminum satin finish with clearcoat seal) or 3/4” thickness industri-

al grade particleboard (45-60 psi density) with dual-sided thermally 

fused laminate and high impact resistant 3mm thick PVC edges.

Cabinet Body:

Doors

A

B

Wall Mounted Cabinets

Concealed “European Style” Blum “Inserta” Hinges with self-closing, 

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with 

nickel plate finish. 150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 

cycles minimum with lifetime warranty.

Door Hinges:

Door Pulls:D Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified, or other hardware selection as specified.

Frameless body assembly accomplished via interlocking steel 

cam and dowel fastening system (Hafele dowel/cam series 

262.27.921/262.26.826) CNC machined into frameless body

components. Concealed fasteners located 3” on centers from body 

panel ends and @ 12” on center at ensuing intermediate connec-

tions.  Positive locking cams/dowels eliminate fastener stress/release 

over time due to natural dimensional fluctuation of wood components.

C

Mechanical Fasteners:E

A A

F

GJ



Adjustable, interior shelves of 3/4” or 1” thickness industrial grade 

(45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with thermally-fused dual sided

laminate and 3mm/.5mm thickness, high-impact  PVC radiused edges 

at exposed/semi-exposed edges. Shelf adjustment on 1-1/4” levels 

(32mm) along line-bored interior side walls. Dual-pin PVC transparent 

shelf clips with positive-lock shelf tabs for secure, easy adjust shelf 

placements (shelf clip rating @ 200 lb each).

Cabinet back to be integral, 3/4” recessed, one-piece “fully plowed” 

back fitted inside interior perimeter dado of 5/16” width by 3/8” depth 

to create a structurally independent cabinet body capable of support-

ing 175 lb contents load for seismic applications.  Cabinet back panel 

of 1/4” thickness MDF. Cabinet back to contain two each 3/4” thick by

3-1/2” H adjustable face blocking members to allow cabinet installation 

on existing walls without requiring installation of traditional wall block-

ing inside wall (by anchoring cabinet face blocking members directly to 

existing vertical wall studs).

Shelves:G

Wall Cabinet mounting achieved via factory-installed hanging anchor 

brackets in upper rear corners.  Brackets with 1” vertical leveling range 

and screw locking action to affix cabinet body to wall mounted “Zip 

Rail” (Hafele 290.11.900 or equal) horizontally anchored to structural 

wall members.  Wall Cabinet mounting system enables “face blocking” 

surface mounting of wall cabinets to existing walls with no requirement 

for wall demo to retrofit conventional blocking.

Wall Brackets:F

Cabinet Back:H

Exposed/semi-exposed edges to be of 3mm/.5mm thickness,

high-impact resistant PVC (color through extrusion), machine applied 

with high pressure thermal continuous banding utilizing hot melt water 

based adhesives with zero added UF. Panel lengths and ends to be 

eased radius edges that are CNC machine applied, trimmed, and 

buffed at all exposed lengths and ends for a professional, consistent 

appearance.

Edges:

Standard CompX Timberline range of 5-pin brass tumbler key locks 

with field swappable cores, keyed alike or separately with master key 

sets as specified. Lock placement on right side of door pairs with con-

cealed bird-catch latch on adjacent door unless specified otherwise.

Locks:I

J



A

I

C

H

G

K

B

E

D

24”, 30” or 36”

(Typical)

18”, 24” or 30”

(Typical)

Structural wall cabinet ships completely assembled ready for install.

Body panels of 3/4” dual sided laminate wood cores of 100% recycled,

industrial grade (45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with no added UF

(ultra low/zero UF emitting). Thermally-fused laminates warranted for

lifetime against delamination. All exposed panel edges with high impact

3mm PVC radius edge for impact resistance and lifetime durability.

Doors of 1/4” thickness tempered safety glass (clear or opaque)

panels with 2-1/8” W x 3/4” thickness aluminum door frames (natural

aluminum satin finish with clearcoat seal) or 3/4” thickness industrial

grade particleboard (45-60 psi density) with dual-sided thermally fused

laminate and high impact resistant 3mm thick PVC edges.

Cabinet Body:

Doors

A

B

Concealed “European Style” Blum “Inserta” Hinges with self-closing,

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with

nickel plate finish. 150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 cycles

minimum with lifetime warranty. Tall Storage Cabinets and Lockers

with doors 42” to 60” tall have 3 hinges per door, doors over 60” tall

with 4 hinges per door.

Door Hinges:

Door Pulls:D Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified, or other hardware selection as specified.

C

K



Frameless body assembly accomplished via interlocking steel 

cam and dowel fastening system (Hafele dowel/cam series 

262.27.921/262.26.826) CNC machined into frameless body

components. Concealed fasteners located 3” on centers from body 

panel ends and @ 12” on center at ensuing intermediate 

connections.  Positive locking cams/dowels eliminate fastener stress/ 

release over time due to natural dimensional fluctuation of wood 

components.

Mechanical Fasteners:E

Constructed of 3/4” thickness, dual-sided, thermally fused laminate

(black or as specified) with 3mm PVC floor edges (.5mm PVC upper

edges) on industrial grade (45-60 psi) particleboard or marine plywood

as specified (no raw edges). Integral Base Kicks with levelers for easy,

rapid leveling and install (no shims required.).

Base Kicks:F

Adjustable, interior shelves of 3/4” or 1” thickness industrial grade

(45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with thermally-fused dual sided

laminate and 3mm thickness, high-impact PVC radiused edges at

exposed edges. Shelf adjustment on 1-1/4” levels (32mm) along line-

bored interior side walls. Dual-pin PVC transparent shelf clips with

positive-lock shelf tabs for secure, easy adjust shelf placements (shelf

clip rating @ 200 lb each).

Shelves:G

Frameless back is one-piece, 3/4” thickness, full back panel of 

thermally-fused dual-sided laminate on industrial grade (45-60 psi) 

particleboard substrate, anchored to sides, base and cabinet sub-top 

via interlocking steel cams and dowels, CNC machined into back and 

body components for precise fit and structurally integrated alignment.

Cabinet Backs:H

Standard range of locks and mechanical closure options and security

hardware to include Comp X Timberline brass tumbler locks with field

swappable cores (key alike or separate with master key), padlockable

hasp pulls and 3-digit combination locks (with or without key over

rides) as specified. Custom closure/security hardware, electronic and

mechanical pin locks available as appropriate or specified.

Locker Closures:I

Cabinet/Locker interior hardware options to include single or double

garment hooks and 3-prong swivel treble hooks with satin nickel finish,

chrome finish hangrods and door mounted plate glass mirrors as

specified. Custom interior hardware options available as appropriate

or specified.

Interior Hardware:J

Standard toe kick reveal of 3” depth by 4” height.Toe Kick:K

Tall Storage and Locker Units ship fully assembled.Shipment:L



Structural locker ships assembled ready for install. Body panels of 

3/4” dual sided laminate wood cores of 100% recycled, industrial 

grade (45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with no added UF (ultra low/ 

zero UF emitting). Dual sided, thermally-fused laminates warranted 

for lifetime against delamination. All exposed panel edges with high 

impact 3mm PVC radius edge for impact resistance and lifetime 

durability.

Door panels of 3/4” thickness industrial grade particleboard (45-60

psi density) with dual-sided thermally fused laminate and high impact

resistant 3mm thickness PVC edges.

Locker Body:

Doors

A

B

Concealed “European Style” Blum “Inserta” Hinges with self-closing,

non-drift action. 120 degree opening, 6-way cam adjust hinge with

nickel plate finish. 150 lb load rating per hinge rated at 100,000 cycles

minimum with lifetime warranty. Lockers with doors 42” to 60” tall have

3 hinges per door, doors over 60” tall with 4 hinges per door.

Door Hinges:

Door Pulls:D Solid aluminum ADA compliant door/drawer pulls with natural satin or

black finish as specified, or other hardware selection as specified.

C

K

or

84”

Typical

A

G

B

72”

I

H

Digital Lock



Frameless body assembly accomplished via interlocking steel 

cam and dowel fastening system (Hafele dowel/cam series 

262.27.921/262.26.826) CNC machined into frameless body

components. Concealed fasteners located 3” on centers from body 

panel ends and @ 12” on center at ensuing intermediate 

connections.  Positive locking cams/dowels eliminate fastener stress/ 

release over time due to natural dimensional fluctuation of wood 

components.

Fasteners:E

Integral Base Kicks with front access levelers for easy, rapid leveling

and install (no shims required) via access ports in base under boot

trays. Constructed of 3/4” thickness, dual-sided, thermally fused

laminate with 3mm PVC edges with 3” deep by 4” high profile.

Base Kicks:F

Adjustable, interior shelves of 3/4” or 1” thickness industrial grade

(45-60 psi hardness) particleboard with thermally-fused dual sided

laminate and 3mm thickness, high-impact PVC radiused edges at

exposed edges. Shelf adjustment on 1-1/4” levels (32mm) along line-

bored interior side walls. Dual-pin PVC transparent shelf clips with

positive-lock shelf tabs for secure, easy adjust shelf placements (shelf

clip rating @ 100 lb each).

Shelves:G

Frameless back is one-piece, 3/4” thickness, full back panel of 

thermally-fused dual-sided laminate on industrial grade (45-60 psi) 

particleboard substrate, anchored to sides, base and cabinet sub-top 

via interlocking steel cams and dowels, CNC machined into back and 

body components for precise fit and structurally integrated alignment.

Locker Backs:H

Door locks to be keyless, digital push button pad design with flush

mount stainless plate and 10-digit push pad operation with a flush

mount low profile tamper resistant construction. Digital lock to feature

a 20 year battery life with LED light indicators to signify available or

occupied locker status via a blinking / non-blinking green indicator,

with a red blinking indicator to signify erroneous code entry. Battery

status to be indicated as “normal” via green blinking or “low power”

indication via amber blinking LED indicator on locker face plate. Lock

design to be single closure action to simultaneously secure upper and

lower locker doors. Custom closure/security hardware, electronic and

mechanical pin locks available as appropriate or specified.

Lock Closures:I

Cabinet/Locker interior hardware options to include single or double

garment hooks and 3-prong swivel treble hooks with satin nickel finish,

chrome finish hangrods and door mounted plate glass mirrors as

specified. Custom interior hardware options available as appropriate

or specified.

Interior Hardware:J

Standard toe kick reveal of 3” depth by 4” height.Toe Kick:K

Tall Storage and Locker Units ship fully assembled.Shipment:L
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Casework body constructed of 3/4” thickness core of industrial grade

particleboard (45-60 psi with moisture content not to exceed 8%, as

manufactured by Roseburg Forest Products or equal). Particleboard

core to conform to ANSI A208.1-1999, grade M-3 exterior glue.

All cabinet surfaces (exposed, semi-exposed and concealed) to be

thermally fused laminate finish as selected from manufacturer’s finish

standards (WilsonArt® or equal). Cabinet back to be of same core and

finish as body.

Independent metal security doors to be of heavy gauge wire 

construction .246 diameter with epoxy powder paint finish as 

selected from manufacturer’s standard paints. Door construction to 

be 1 piece with full penetration fusion welds at all perimeter and 

horizontal bar joint connections.  Door panels to be full overlay style

for maximum strength and contents security.  Door grid spacing to be 

2” vertical spacing on centers (maximum).

Door label to be 2” H x 4” W metal plate (20 ga. sheet steel) permanently

welded to corresponding vertical door grids. Label plate to be finished

in same epoxy powder paint finish as door with smooth exterior

edges (safe and soft to the touch). Door plate to contain a numbered

anodized aluminum plate with alpha or numeric door identification as

selected by client. Label tag to be adhered to door with permanent

adhesive backing.

Padlock Hasp to be of .246 diameter metal wire welded to flat-mount 2”

W x 4” H side plate that attaches to cabinet side wall with 4 each 3/4” L

#8 tamper-resistant pan head wood screws. Padlock Hasp to protrude

1” beyond face edge of cabinet side wall to receive standard 1/4” or

5/16” diameter combination or padlock hasp (locks not included).

Padlock Hasp and mounting plate to be same epoxy powder finish as

metal grid door.

Interior Shelves to be same core construction as cabinet body and 

to be of 3/4” thickness for shelves 30” or less in width, 1” thick-

ness for shelves greater than 30” width. Shelf load rating @ 200 lb 

each. Shelves to be attached to body, sides and back via con-

cealed, steel dowel and cam fasteners (Hafele dowel/cam series

262.27.921/262.26.826 or equal). Shelf surface laminate to be solid 

3mm thickness, impact-resistant sheet laminate of 100% natural 

linoleum material construction, thermally bonded to substrate with 

hot-melt water based sheet adhesive. Surfacing material to be rated 

for high-wear friction applications with a 40 year projected life cycle. 

Interior shelf finish as selected from manufacturer’s standards (For-

bo® Marmoleum sheeting or equal).

Exposed edges to be of 3mm thickness, high-impact resistant PVC

(color through extrusion), machine applied with high pressure thermal

continuous banding utilizing hot melt water based adhesives with zero

added UF. Panel lengths and ends to be eased radius edges that

are CNC machine applied, trimmed, eased and buffed at all exposed

lengths and ends for a professional, consistent appearance.

Cabinet Body:

Doors:

Label:

Padlock Hasp:

Interior Shelf:

A

B

C

D

E

Edges:F



Constructed of dual-sided, thermally fused laminate (black or as

specified) with .5mm PVC edges on industrial grade (45-60 psi)

particleboard or marine plywood as specified (no raw edges).

Independent “ladder design” base platform with structural cross

members on 24” or 30” centers as appropriate for cabinet run lengths.

Base kicks anchor laterally and attach to frameless base cabinets via

pre-machined fastener holes in cabinet base with 1-1/4” L #8 flathead

wood screws with flush mount screw cover caps. Base Kicks with

integral levelers for easy, rapid leveling and install (no shims required).

Base Kicks:G

One-piece back of 3/4” thickness to be constructed of same core

material and dual sided laminate finish as cabinet body.

Backs:H

Acoustical Sound Absorption panels of 1” thickness by full width and

height of interior back of respective music storage compartment to be

composed of either 3 lb/cf density bonded acoustical cotton panels (of

minimum 85% recycled cotton denim fibers) with an ASTM E84, Class

A fire rating and a noise reduction coefficient (NRC) of .90 (Applegate

Cotton Armor series 10 model 3002 or equal).

OR:

1” thickness, 7.5lb/cf acoustical absorption panels made of 100%

thermo bonded polyester fibers (65% post-consumer recycled

content) treated with flame retardant material to ASTM E84 compliant

fire resistance and UBC 8-1, ANSI/NFDA 101 compliances). Panels

to contain no irritating fibers and to be free of all volatile organic

compounds (VOC’s) including formaldehyde. Panels to be non-toxic,

non-allergenic and resistant to fungal and/or bacteria-growth. Panel

in white or black finish to be UV stable with no color degradation or

change over time. Impact resistant panel to have noise reduction

coefficient (NRC) of .80 (FabricMate ReCore® acoustical panel or

equal).

Acoustical panel component selection as specified by owner/architect

based on final color selection and coordination with prevalent interior

finishes.

Frameless body assembled via interlocking steel cam and dowel

fastening system (Hafele dowel/cam series 262.27.921/262.26.826),

CNC machined into frameless body components. Concealed fasteners

located 3” on centers from body panel ends and @ 12” on center

at ensuing intermediate connections. Positive locking cams/dowels

eliminate fastener stress/release over time due to natural dimensional

variance of wood components.

Sound Absorption:I

Cabinet Assembly:J

Music cabinet grid door hinge to be full-height, continuous pin (5/32”

dia.) “piano hinge” welded to left side vertical door frame (doors to be

left opening swing). Door style is full overlay with 180 degree swing

action. Door hinge and mounting plate of same epoxy powder paint

finish as door. Door mounting to be full height hinge plate with 3/4”L

#8 tamper resistant pan head wood screws inserted on 1” vertical

centers.

Door Hinge:K



Component  system  to  be  of  true  modular  design  to  allow  unit
configuration in any width/height achievable by combining interlocking

Sorter Components:

Indexing:D

bins with individual dimensions of 11-3/4” wide x 15-3/4” deep x 14”
high (nominal). Overall system to be easily reconfigured “on-demand”
by users (with no tools required) to accommodate ongoing space and/
or system capacity changes.

System to be manufactured of lightweight, high-strength polystyrene
(or equal) that is 100% recyclable, inert material with zero pH value
and zero emissive properties. Polystyrene is a non-combustible and
non-toxic material rated as safe for human contact and food storage
applications. Standard body colors are designer gray or black, or other
as specified. System modules to contain integral base mounting plates
for easy attachment to any surface via concealed anchoring plates.
System backs to be a modular component that allows user to install
open and/or closed backs selectively throughout system as needed.
Solid/closed backs available in gray or transparent color, and are field
installable and removable “on-demand” with no tools required.

Interior system components to include snap-in vertical dividers,
polypropylene hanging files, locking and magnetic closure doors (in 16
colors), drawers (in 3 depth capacities and 6 colors), dished sort trays
(in 10 colors – 6 transparent & 4 solid) and reversible flat shelves (with
thumb-cut or straight edge-in 4 colors). Interchangeable components
allow user to switch back and forth between components as often as
desired to support continuous work changes “on-demand” with no tools
required to accomplish said changes. Shelf and tray components lock
in system bins, and are adjustable on 1” levels with fingertip pressure
(even when fully loaded). Accessories to be easily interchanged and
usable in any combination format as specified by user.

Sorter and sorting components to have pre-molded index slots to
accept clear index holders in standard widths of 3” and 10-1/2” wide
by 3/8” or 1/2” heights. Index lenses of clear plastic material which
snap into pre-molded slots in components with no glue or adhesives
required. Index lenses to accept slide in label strips of corresponding
lengths and height. Label strips to be provided in pre-perforated laser
printable sheets in 10 distinct colors for effective color-coding and
indexing. Sorters to be shipped assembled for easy set-up and use
upon receipt and placement.

Sizes:

Construction:

A

B

C



E 1. Folder Sizes:

Hanging files to provide adequate size selection to accommodate all standard US document 

sizes common in office situations (i.e. Letter, Legal & Newspaper), and to be available in V 

Base and Box Base models (including minimum box base sizes of 1⁄2” up to 3-1⁄2” widths).

2. Folder Construction:

Folder body to be constructed from 500 micron polypropylene. Box base models to feature 

permanent, factory installed bases in folder bottom. Minimum suspension bar thickness to be 

3mm along entire length of bar. Suspension bar ends to provide opening width of 1” wide x 

3/8” deep to allow placement of hanging files on all standard rotary file or US 4 Post or L&T 

style horizontal shelf support bars (Thin-Shelf, Regular and Heavy Duty supports – 3⁄4” and 1 

1⁄4” profile) as provided by common domestic manufacturers (e.g. – Tennsco, Aurora, Bor-

roughs, FEI, Spacesaver, et al).

3. Load Bearing Capacity:

Hanging files to support normal loads as encountered in normal filing situations; 85 lb per

row – Letter Filing 110 lb per row – Legal Filing.

4. Index:

Each file to contain a 5” long magnifying lens of clear acrylic, permanently attached to the file

folder front via two steel rivets, rivets to have a flush mount on file interior to prevent damage

to documents when placed into or removed from file, and to prevent injury to nails and fingers

of personnel accessing documents in files. Lens to be of one-piece construction, and to allow

easy insertion and removal of file indexes to maintain accurate file titles as changes occur.

Index insert strips to be available in a minimum of 10 distinct colors to permit easy color 

coding of file contents. Sheets to be 50 per page, with perforated sheets, able to feed through 

laser printers commonly encountered in the US office. Index of software to be supplied with 

files to be compatible with Microsoft Excel or Word spreadsheets programs, allowing easy 

importation and printing of resident file lists in user PCs. Index Guides to be available for

easy primary guiding of titles, allowing at least three distinct degrees of primary indexing in 

system. Guides to accept all standard A-Z Alpha color code labeling systems and Avery 

pressure sensitive labels up to 1-1⁄2” high x 3-1⁄2” long.

5. Locking Feature:

All files to contain minimum of two steel snaps riveted to folder front, which lock into corre-

sponding holes in side of magnifying index lens, to provide positive locking together of hang-

ing files, thus eliminating lost files or misfiles between files hanging in system.

6. File Suspension Hardware:

Manufacturer to provide frame selection to permit easy installation of hanging files in all 

common rotary, 4-Post/L&T shelf units. Hardware to feature powder coat paint finish in 

standard colors as are compatible with common shelf unit colors for effective color 

coordination of hardware installed in shelf units. Frames to feature easy “drop in” installation, 

and to allow placement of hanging files in any rotary, 4-Post/L&T shelf unit at any file level, 

and to also allow placement of books or conventional shelf files above hanging file row with 

no impedance of file movement below loaded shelf rows which may be occupied by 

conventional media as referenced above.Standard frames for hanging files to be of universal 

design to allow use of same frame for 3⁄4” or 1-1⁄4” high shelf supports (thin-shelf, regular

or heavy duty styles). File frames to included interior horizontal support device to serve as

a shelf reinforcement for loaded shelf levels above hanging file row which may contain file

media other than hanging files (i.e. – end tab files, books, binders, etc.).

HD Mail Boxes:



MacBick warrants that all MacBick products shall be free from defect in material 

and workmanship for the duration of use and ownership by the original retail 

purchaser.

The warranty is applicable exclusively to original purchasers of MacBick products 

accomplished through factory authorized retail dealers of MacBick, and shall 

remain in force for so long as the product is used in conformance with the original 

intended purposes and activity as represented to the authorized MacBick retail 

dealer or representative.

Should such warrantable conditions arise with respect to MacBick products, 

MacBick will repair or replace such damaged or defective products free of charge, 

at its direction, and shall pay reasonable shipment and replacement costs to 

accomplish such repair or replacement.

Normal wear and tear are not a warrantable condition.

Unauthorized uses, repairs, installation or modifications of MacBick products shall 

void this warranty and liability for warrantable repairs or replacement by 

MacBick. Misuse, neglect, abuse or accidents resulting in damage to MacBick

products are non-warrantable conditions and shall release MacBick from any 

liability of repair or replacement of damaged MacBick products where damage 

results from such non-warrantable conditions. Damage in transit to original 

purchaser is not a warrantable item, as such damage is the responsibility of 

respective motor carrier and shall be resolved by the respective authorized 

MacBick dealer providing goods on behalf of the original purchaser of MacBick

products.

This warranty is the exclusive and only warranty made by MacBick pertaining to 

MacBick products. Any additional warranty, whether expressed, implied, or 

otherwise construed, is summarily hereby disclaimed.

Furthermore, the herein above stated remedies for claims arising from 

warrantable conditions with regard to MacBick products are the exclusive, sole 

remedy for any breach of warranty. In no event nor under any circumstance shall 

MacBick be liable for any incidental or consequential damages of any kind arising 

from the warrantable purchase and use of MacBick products.
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